USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10103.02

Host Bob says:
PREQUEL: When we last left the Geneva, its crew was stranded on a rouge M class planet. No FOOD, NO WATER, communications, NO WEAPONS, no technological wonders, not a single luxury... and most important... NO ship. The crew is mostly assembled in a common area. There is a large structure off in the distance, a distance separated by the sounds of very large creatures, unfriendly creatures... probably very hungry creatures… and no way to get voted off the planet back to civilization

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Stands around the camp and tends to the wounded::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Hands out his orders to the TO and the CIV_Morath::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Then joins the CO to go explore the structure that was seen not far from there::

CNS_Sovok says:
::Walks around camp, waiting for something to do::

XO_Tran says:
::finishes her log and places the PADD back in her jacket::

CO_Tucker says:
::Stands, waiting for the rest of the team to arrive::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Hands his orders to the TO and heads over to the CO::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sits without his shirt, having given it to the medical staff for bandages... reapplies his bandage on his shoulder::

TO_Aria says:
::Reads her PADD  the CTO hands her with the new orders.::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Stands up... and walks to the CO::

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
:: sitting beside the stream... in deep thought ::

XO_Tran says:
::sees the CO and walks over:: CO: Going on a hike sir?  ::looks at the structure way in the distance::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::His sleeves are torn a tattered and he is beginning to feel the effects of the cold::

CEO_Galagar says:
CO: I will be coming with you... the EO is going to remain to continue set up camp....

CO_Tucker says:
XO: Yes, I am waiting for the others to get here.

CO_Tucker says:
CEO: Good.

TO_Aria says:
CNS:  I would appreciate it if you could assist in the patrolling of the camp.

CNS_Sovok says:
::Wonders if he should talk to the XO... Decides against it and continues to pace::

XO_Tran says:
CO: Ah. I'll be over there worrying, just so you know. ::points and smiles:: Good luck Captain.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Ready for duty sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
CO: Do you have a weapon on you... or do you want to borrow one of mine?

CO_Tucker says:
XO: Take care of the crew Commander.  ::Smiles back at her::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Finishes with the patient and walks to where the CO is:: CO: Sir…..

Host FCO_Sarlek says:
:: walks over to the Captain ::

XO_Tran says:
::nods and turns on her heel heading back to the crew::

CO_Tucker says:
::Looks at the CMO::

TO_Aria says:
Tehan: Go with the CNS and patrol the border of the camp.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Readies the spear he made incase of trouble::

EO_Chapu says:
:: finishes putting up the tents ::

Crewman_Tehan says:
TO:  Yes Ma'am  ::goes with the CNS::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Takes out the blades... putting them in his belt....::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir, Most of the people are not seriously injured but two patients have infections, which may soon become serious, the MO can take care of them, if you wouldn't mine me accompanying you.

TO_Aria says:
CNS:  We need a cool head on the patrol team so they are yours.

CO_Tucker says:
CMO: Not at all Doctor

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: Is everyone ready?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir.

FCO_Sarlek says:
CO: Ready sir

XO_Tran says:
::stands and looks around, shivering a little from the cold::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Grips his spear tighter::

XO_Tran says:
::spots a senior staff member, the TO and moves to her location::

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets cracking on getting the simple weapons ready for use::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Looks at the spear:: CTO: Nice weapon....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CEO: Thanks so I like your rock too.

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: I believe so sir, although I feel bare without my medical equipment, but I will live.

CO_Tucker says:
ALL: Let's go then.  ::Picks up a stick that he has fashioned into a spear and begins walking toward the structure::

TO_Aria says:
::Looks up from her weapon making to see the XO.::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Follows everyone through the shadows in the darkness::

CNS_Sovok says:
TO: Aye..

FCO_Sarlek says:
:: follows the CO ::

XO_Tran says:
TO: How are things coming along Aria?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Takes out his blade.... and follows the CO::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Follows the CO::

Crewman_Tehan says:
::is wondering how she got here with everyone else::

TO_Aria says:
XO:  As best as can be expected Ma'am. I am making some makeshift weapons and distributing them as they come along.  Crewman Tehan and CNS Sovok are on the Patrol teams.

CO_Tucker says:
::Uses his crude spear as a walking stick and head toward the structure at a brisk pace::

CNS_Sovok says:
::Follows::

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: You want to approach it tactically?

EO_Chapu says:
:: shakes his head and looks around; remembers that they are on planet :: self :  Geesh, the cold might be getting to me.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Watches the horizon for any signs of life as he follows the CO::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Good.  Our experienced tactical officers should stand watch in shifts... and since Lt. Asmodeius is away at the moment, I'll leave you to assign the shifts.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Sir, I suggest I go first.

CO_Tucker says:
@CEO: I do want us spread out...

TO_Aria says:
::Finishes her makeshift spear/staff and hands it to the XO.:: XO: Here you are ma'am. I'm already on it.

EO_Chapu says:
:: does some minor repairing on the shelter ::

CO_Tucker says:
@CTO: We will each take turns at "point" Lt.

Crewman_Tehan says:
::tags along with the CNS, the silence is so thick that it can be cut with a knife::

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: I'll take left flank...... ::walks to the left::

XO_Tran says:
::looks around at the dark:: TO: And... I'd like the staff to assemble by the campfire in 5 minutes.  We should discuss our options.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Copy that sir.

XO_Tran says:
::takes the weapon:: TO: Thank you Aria... good work on this, its a good spear.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Takes point and leads the group over to the structure::

CNS_Sovok says:
::Follows, patrolling the area::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Continues walking weaponless::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: walks beside the CMO ::

TO_Aria says:
XO:  Aye I'll assemble them.

Crewman_Tehan says:
::begins to show some nervousness about her surroundings::  Self:  we are all going to die here.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Keeping an eye out for any hostile life or any signs of life period::

EO_Chapu says:
:: after making the repairs, he makes sure that the rest of the ENG crew is on guard ::

TO_Aria says:
::Stands on a couple of boulders and raises her arms in the air.::  ALL: Please assemble around the main fire for a brief meeting with the XO!

XO_Tran says:
TO: And bring Crewman Tehan too... I'd like to hear her opinion on this as well.

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Takes out some smoked meat and chews on it::

Host Bob says:
SOUNDS OF ANGRY, HUNGRY CREATURES WHO HAVE NEVER SEEN THE LIGHT OF FIRE LURK IN THE SHADOWS JUST OUTSIDE THE AREA WHERE THE CREW OF THE GENEVA HAS ESTABLISHED A CAMP

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CO: I sense we are being watched...by something

Crewman_Tehan says:
::jumps up at the sounds::  ALL:  What was that?  ::looking wild-eyed::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: I concur sir. ::Readies his spear incase of attack::

TO_Aria says:
Patrol: Team alpha change with team beta.

CO_Tucker says:
@FCO: As do I Sarlek...

EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the sound of whatever is out there; looks around and, out-of-instinct, hopes that one of them comes near him ::

TO_Aria says:
::Readies her bow and arrow and turns around to see behind the camp.::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@CO: Whatever brought us here is probably expecting us sir....

CIV_Morath says:
::wakes up::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: continues walking...not afraid of what is to come ::

Crewman_Tehan says:
::slowly makes her way to the campfire::

CO_Tucker says:
@CMO: I hope so Doctor.  That is the only way we have to find out where we are, and how to get back to the ship.

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Smiles at the thought that he is going to meet his death soon.... :: All: Today is a good day to die.

TO_Aria says:
CIV: Get a torch and investigate.

Host Bob says:
ONE OF THE LARGER CREATURES BECOMES BRAVER THAN THE OTHERS AND ITS INSTINCTS DRIVE IT TO COME OUT OF THE SHADOWS NEAR A GROUP OF THE STRANDED CREW

CIV_Morath says:
::jumps down from the tree he was sleeping in::

EO_Chapu says:
Falar:  Mr. Falar, you and two others keep checking that side :: points in one direction ::

CIV_Morath says:
TO: I'm on it

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::To busy to think about what’s ahead, he thinks about what’s behind the injured that he is leaving to go in this expedition of sorts::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Watches out for any signs of life::

Host Bob says:
IT IS HORRIBLY UGLY AND VIRTUALLY SHAPELESS, WITH NO FUR, BUT A HUGE MAW, AND LONG SLIMY TENTACLE LIKE APPENDAGES

XO_Tran says:
::hears a low growling and turns to see several of the crew face to face with an animal::

EO_Chapu says:
:: turns around to see this . . . monster ::

CIV_Morath says:
::Grabs a torch and heads out to investigate::

CNS_Sovok says:
::Readies his makeshift weapon::

Crewman_Tehan says:
::screams at the ugly sight of the beast::

TO_Aria says:
CIV: Slowly turn around and back up.  ::Steadies her bow and arrow at the beast.:: XO:  Over there Ma'am.

Host Bob says:
THE CREATURE SCREAMS AS IT APPROACHES THE LOCATION OF SEVERAL INJURED CREWMEMBERS SENSING FRESH FOOD

XO_Tran says:
::walks towards the group:: All: No sudden movements...

EO_Chapu says:
:: runs near the group with the beast ::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Aria, now!

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Carefully picks his way over to the structure that they had seen from base camp::

TO_Aria says:
Chapu’: NO!!!! Don’t run.

CIV_Morath says:
::Begins to turn:: TO: I will attempt to lure it away from the others

TO_Aria says:
::Lets the arrow fly directly at it.::

Crewman_Tehan says:
::faints::

CNS_Sovok says:
::kneels down next to the Crewman waiting for a Medic::

EO_Chapu says:
:: lies low before he gets too close ::

CIV_Morath says:
::waves the torch to get its attention::

TO_Aria says:
::Readies another arrow.::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Feels his shoulder.... no pain... its probably not infected... he hopes not...::

TO_Aria says:
CIV: Draw it away.  EO:  Get them out of there as soon as it turns.

TO_Aria says:
XO: You give the order when.

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: I'll take point.....

CIV_Morath says:
Self: common you beast follow me

CNS_Sovok says:
::Waits patiently for a medic, grasping his spear::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Take your best shot.  Aim for the head... wherever that is.  ::turns to the crew:: All: Help the injured to another area when its clear.

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Picks up his pace.... and moves up ahead of the group::

EO_Chapu says:
::  gets close to the TO while taking his tonic off::  TO :  Help distract it.  I have a plan.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Falls back and lets the CEO take point::

XO_Tran says:
::kneels down with the CNS and Crewman, placing her hand on the Tehan's forehead::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Tosses his blade from hand to hand...::

Crewman_Tehan says:
::begins to slowly come to::

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves around the beast in a large circle to the rear of it ::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Continues walking at a very brisk pace toward the structure::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: follows the rest of the team ::

TO_Aria says:
EO:  Just get the injured out we don't need anyone else at risk and that includes you.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Continues on::

CNS_Sovok says:
XO: The Crewman fainted sir.

TO_Aria says:
CIV: All right lets do this.

CIV_Morath says:
::slowly backs away and throwing rocks::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Follows the CO and keeping an eye out to the rear to be sure no one sneaks up on them::

Crewman_Tehan says:
ALL:  Wha... ::in a weak voice::

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves closer to the beast without letting it know he's there ::

CIV_Morath says:
TO: Ready?

XO_Tran says:
::looks at her pupils as her eyes open a little:: CNS: Its understandable... looks like she's coming back to reality.  Why don't you have a chat with her?

CNS_Sovok says:
Crewman: Hold on Crewman, We will get you out of here.

CNS_Sovok says:
Crewman: are you okay?

TO_Aria says:
::Shoots the arrow directly at the beasts mid area.::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::starts looking for a good train on the upcoming mountain.... maybe around is better than over::

Crewman_Tehan says:
CNS:  I... I.... can't... believe.. I did that

CNS_Sovok says:
Crewman: its okay, it happens to the best of us.

CIV_Morath says:
::throws the largest of the stones and hits the creature::

Crewman_Tehan says:
CNS:  Its just the sight of that creature reminded me of a childhood reoccurring nightmare I had

TO_Aria says:
::Shoots another arrow at the beast’s back where a neck would be.::

EO_Chapu says:
:: sees that the arrow hits the high mid-section of the beast;  grabs the beast to constrain it and to help it "get killed" ::

XO_Tran says:
::stands and walks back to the TO, EO, and CIV seeing that the creature has collapsed::

Host Bob says:
THE CREATURE SUCCUMBS TO THE ONSLAUGHT OF THE FEARLESS CREW. IT HAS NEVER KNOWN DEFEAT TILL NOW

CIV_Morath says:
::runs up at the creature and uses his torch to burn it::

CNS_Sovok says:
Crewman: We will have time to talk about that later... ::Watches the creature::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Starts get a little tired with light walking...picks up the pace::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Continues on at the brisk pace at which they are all going::

XO_Tran says:
::sees the EO head towards the beast again:: EO: I think its dead Lieutenant...

EO_Chapu says:
:: stands up and brushes himself off ::

Crewman_Tehan says:
CNS:  All right  ::slowly gets up::

CNS_Sovok says:
::Stands up slowly, holding his spear::

EO_Chapu says:
:: looks over :: XO : Yes, ma'am.

TO_Aria says:
All: All right everyone; let's get this mess under control.

CIV_Morath says:
::Grabbing his side and falling do to the reoccurring pain:: Anyone: ahh!

CNS_Sovok says:
::nods::

EO_Chapu says:
:: looks over his uniform and sees one or two small tears ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the CIV and decides to look around for him ::

XO_Tran says:
All: Okay everyone, lets get a team on the animal... how are the injured doing?

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Looks behind him.. noticing that the CO is taking it a bit slower::

TO_Aria says:
::Waves a medic to the CIV.::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: That way might be easier sir. ::points a little ways off to the south::

XO_Tran says:
::hurries over to the CIV pulling off her outer jacket::

CO_Tucker says:
@ALL: We will probably need some fresh water along the way.  If we find some we will stop.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Copy that sir.

EO_Chapu says:
:: sees that the CIV is being attended to;  moves over to the injured to look them over ::

XO_Tran says:
::takes the head of her spear and starts to rip it down the middle::

TO_Aria says:
XO: I think now would be a good time for us to talk briefly while teams are working.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Will keep an eye out for some sir.

CO_Tucker says:
@CTO: Agreed.

CIV_Morath says:
::looks at the XO:: XO: I'll be fine

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: Aye sir.....

EO_Chapu says:
XO : Ma'am, the injured are doing fine.

XO_Tran says:
CIV: Ensign, take a seat.  ::checks the wound::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Well it sure doesn't look like much sir. ::Looks over the structure::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Agreed.  ::makes sure the EO is around and continues to tend to the CIV::

CIV_Morath says:
::Tries to object but can't ::

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: Well sir...that went quickly....

TO_Aria says:
Tehan: Come here a moment please.

XO_Tran says:
All: Okay, we are in quite a predicament.  Any opinions, suggestions or explanations anyone?

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: disappointed at the dullness of the structure ::

Crewman_Tehan says:
TO:  Yes Ma'am  ::goes over to join the TO::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CO: I do not see any way to get in.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Keeps an eye out for any liquid refreshment slightly wonder what’s in the water around here::

XO_Tran says:
CIV: Before you say it, you are not fine, and I'm going to get your wound fixed up all-nice; is that understood?  Infection of wounds can be a killer here.

TO_Aria says:
XO: Well to begin with we need to get our emergency needs taken care of.  It is almost dark and we have food and fire, but no shelter or water.

XO_Tran says:
::applies pressure for a while to stop the bleeding::

CIV_Morath says:
XO: doesn't look like I have a choice

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves a little ways from the injured and pulls Donahand aside ::

CO_Tucker says:
@ALL: Everyone fan out.  Se if you can find an entrance.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::looks at the structure:: CO: Sir, there may be a hidden entrance, I suggest we split off and search.

XO_Tran says:
::grins:: CIV: I was in the medical field as a doctor... so no, you don't have a choice.

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Heads clockwise against it::

TO_Aria says:
XO: There is enough brush, and rocks around to build a barrier and a shelter for the injured and one for those who have second watch.

Crewman_Tehan says:
TO:  What do you need Ma'am?

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: climbs up on it ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Sighs slightly, and turns left and searches the area, kicking the ground as he goes slightly exhausted and panting::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Copy that sir. ::Heads counter clockwise::

TO_Aria says:
Tehan: Any ideas?

XO_Tran says:
All: There's a nearby freshwater pond that has teams collecting water.  Now about shelter, I assume we have people working on that too?

EO_Chapu says:
Donahand:  Donahand, take your group and keep checking around the campsite.  Make sure that nothing

Crewman_Tehan says:
TO:  About what Ma'am, my mind is still a little foggy at this moment

CIV_Morath says:
XO: use the trees

CO_Tucker says:
@::Begins moving around the huge structure::

EO_Chapu says:
Donahand:  . . . nothing is wrong.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Checking for any entrance weather hidden or visible::

Host Bob says:
THE AWAY TEAM IS DETECTED AND SUDDENLY THE AREA IS ILLUMINATED

XO_Tran says:
CNS: Mr. Sovok, I assume you've seen a lot of stress within the crew lately.  You have a big job of making sure everyone keeps his or her head.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Strains his eyes in the darkness, and then his eyes phase out as the light appears, he shields his eyes::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Stops and drops to one knee looking around for the source of the light::

Host Bob says:
A VERTICAL WALL BECOMES OBVIOUS TO THEM AND ON THE WALL IS A SMALL ACCESS PANEL

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Notices the illumination... and the wall:: Self: holodeck?

XO_Tran says:
CIV: We would, but we also need some for fire, and there isn't enough for shelter and heat.

EO_Chapu says:
XO: I have my teams working on the shelter, ma'am

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::While trying to blink some semblance of vision back into his eyes::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Walks near it but decides it be best not to get too close::

XO_Tran says:
EO: Excellent.  Keep me updated on that.

EO_Chapu says:
<Donahand> EO: Yes, sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
All: ::Shouts:: Arch!!

CO_Tucker says:
@::Walks toward the wall, and the access panel::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Goes over and joins the CEO and the CO::

TO_Aria says:
XO: What if we built the shelters near the large rock crevices, we should have a patrol team go all away around to secure the back of it and the fire in the center closer to the shelters, we will have a main entrance to camp and an emergency exit say make a path through those rocks.

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: joins the rest of the team ::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Studies it intently::

XO_Tran says:
::finishes with the CIV and pats him on the shoulder telling him he should be alright::

CIV_Morath says:
::gets up and walks over to the beast::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::walks over to the access panel:: CO: Do you recognize it sir?

CO_Tucker says:
@ALL: What do you think?

CMO_Immolisius says:
@CO: Sir, I think that we should be cautious....

XO_Tran says:
TO: That sounds reasonable.  Let's do that, and get the injured to the sheltered areas first.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Could be the lock to the door sir.

EO_Chapu says:
Donahand: And tell Falar to get Delta, Kappa, and Zulu teams to help on the shelter.  Dismissed.

TO_Aria says:
XO: Send another team to look for water and other sources of food as well as survey the area.  Science should handle that.

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Takes out his PADD...and start calibrating it to the access panel::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CO: Could be a trap

CO_Tucker says:
@CTO: that is my guess.

CIV_Morath says:
XO: I'll join the security details

XO_Tran says:
All: Now that we have the emergencies out of hand.. in a sense... anyone want to reflect on why we're here possibly?

CO_Tucker says:
@FCO: Yes, I really wish I had a tricorder.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@CO: It could be a lock or a trap...  but they wouldn't get rid of us since they brought us here, we are here for a reason, and I don't think it would be a trap...

TO_Aria says:
XO: We should each take a main watch while the other senior staff is out.  I will take first watch and wake you in a few hours for the next watch.

EO_Chapu says:
<Donahand> EO: Yes, sir.  :: moves fast;  meets up with Falar and tells him the instructions, they both do as they are instructed ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Sir, I could try and activate it while the rest of you stand back in case it is a trap sir.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@CO: They wouldn't have gone through all this trouble just to get rid of us here and now, it would make no sense....

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Types rapidly::

XO_Tran says:
::wonders how the away team is doing... worrying suddenly::

TO_Aria says:
XO: I suggest that every team member must report to their team leader every hour and the team leaders report to whoever is the senior officer on watch afterwards.

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CTO: There is no logic in that...

CIV_Morath says:
::Walks over to one of the security officers and relives them::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Taps a few controls on the access panel.::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Make that half an hour.  I want everyone to be more cautious after that attack we just faced.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@FCO: Yes there is I have the most chance of getting out of the way if it is a trap and I might just by pass any alarm on it too.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Stands near the CO in case something happens::

EO_Chapu says:
:: goes to reach for his PADD, but doesn't find it; he remembers that they don't have much to begin with ::

TO_Aria says:
XO: Aye ma'am. ::Starts to spread the word that it is every half hour to report.::

TO_Aria says:
XO: Logically, it is due to the Chodan'Ri.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@FCO: Besides that, I am the most highly trained to handle any thing that might jump out of a door.

CEO_Galagar says:
@::walks over to the access panel, and taps some keys...::

CIV_Morath says:
::decide that do to his injury it would be safer for the guard to resume his duties::

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves towards the shelter and makes sure that everything is being assembled correctly ::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Yes, but we can't be absolutely sure of that.  The planet seems to match the description of the rouge planet, but the source of light here hasn't been explained.

TO_Aria says:
XO: From what we have learned and assessed with the Chodan'Ri that they attack by enhancing natural phenomenon.

CEO_Galagar says:
@::types some more....and then types some, then types, and types::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: feeling the wall for an emergency release of some sort ::

Crewman_Tehan says:
::sneaks away to get some more fire wood::

Host Bob says:
OTHER CREATURES OF THE DARK CONTINUE TO LURK NEAR THE CAMP. THEIR ARE EYES VISIBLE IN THE DARK

CO_Tucker says:
@CEO: This is a little complex... let's try this. ::taps a few more keys::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Stands ready for anything that might jump out on the AT::

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: Yes, it almost feels like that time with the dimensional vortex..... ah... I see the pattern....::

XO_Tran says:
::sees something blink in and out of the darkness:: TO: Lieutenant... we have company.

CIV_Morath says:
::begins to head for the center of camp

EO_Chapu says:
Goldfarb :  No, no, no.  It goes the other way, Goldfarb.  It won't be too trustworthy the other way. :: Goldfarb nods and does what he is told ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::As the CO and CEO play with the panel, he can feel his heart beat slowly with anticipation::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Grips the spear tightly in case some creature jumps out::

CO_Tucker says:
@CEO: Ahh yes... pry that panel off.  We can hotwire this thing.

Host Bob says:
THE ACCESS TO THE BUILDING YIELDS TO THE ATTEMPTS OF THE CREW

XO_Tran says:
::reaches to the ground next to her for a weapon::

CIV_Morath says:
::sits down on a rock and begins to ponder::

TO_Aria says:
XO: I know ma'am, but we cannot kill everything that comes to camp. We are in their space not them in ours, we are going to have to assess their activity and only take action if it is truly threatening.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Stands steadfast::

Host Bob says:
THE DOOR BEGINS TO SLIDE UPWARD

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Stares:: CO: Sir.....

FCO_Sarlek says:
@:: steps back ::

XO_Tran says:
::watches the creature's movements:: TO: There's more then one, and they're circling like vultures.  ::gets up and spreads more security around the perimeter::

EO_Chapu says:
:: looks around, making sure he keeps an eye on both the injured personnel and the monstrous eyes ::

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: Ah we got it.... ::Smiles::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Steps back as the door opens::

TO_Aria says:
XO: We need to appear non-threatening to them and we can start by getting that thing out of the middle of camp.

Host Bob says:
INSIDE THE STRUCTURE IS WHAT APPEARS TO BE THE USS GENEVA ALONG WITH SEVERAL OTHER SHIPS OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN

Crewman_Tehan says:
::thinks she gathered enough wood and makes her way back to the camp::  Self:  I hope they don't notice me not being there.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@CO: Captain, The Geneva....  Sir....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Well sir we now know where our ship has gotten.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Along with a few others by the looks of it.

Host Bob says:
THE SHIP IS THERE, BUT DEVOID OF POWER. IT APPEARS THAT ALL THE SHIPS THERE HAVE NO POWER

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CO: Most interesting

CO_Tucker says:
@ALL: Let's go.  Proceed with caution.

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets a report of all the teams, both on patrol and working on the shelter ::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Motions for the CTO to enter first::

CMO_Immolisius says:
@::Walks in slowly:: CO: I wonder who maintains this place....  It’s highly advanced..

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: it’s totally unpowered..... we're going to have to enter from deck 15.....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Enters first::

CIV_Morath says:
::fails to report and just sits there::

Crewman_Tehan says:
::enters the camp and tosses down the wood she gathered::

EO_Chapu says:
:: walks closer to the XO::  XO : Comdr. Tran, the shelter in about half done.  It'll be done soon.

XO_Tran says:
::eyes the creatures one last time before turning away from the darkness and heading deeper into the camp to get rid of the other beast's carcass::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@::Keeps an eye out for a control room or another entrance along with any signs of life::

CEO_Galagar says:
@::Enters...knowing that it could be an illusion....::

FCO_Sarlek says:
@CO: I have a bad feeling about this sir

XO_Tran says:
EO: Once it is done, assign Security Team Gamma to it and begin moving the injured there...

@CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Do you think they have purged our database?  If they have they may have gotten a hold of very crucial documents.

CO_Tucker says:
@FCO: You have a feeling? ::smiles at his comment::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
@CO: Sir, want me to reconnoiter the area looking for a control room sir.

CMO_Immolisius says:
@FCO: You have a bad "feeling" are you not Vulcan?

EO_Chapu says:
XO: Yes, ma'am.  I will.  :: moves back to the shelter teams ::

CEO_Galagar says:
@CO: Well, I'll say it once... and again... today is a good day to die...

TO_Aria says:
::Stands guard at the front entrance.::

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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